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Strangely enough, one of  the most
mysterious and unexplored regions of  the sky is that
part most obvious on a dark night: our Milky Way.
The high density of  stars, gas, and obscuring dust
have persuaded astronomers to avoid it for most
research.  Here are MIRA images in three colors
taken last month by Dr. Arthur Babcock of  a region
that may contain a globular star cluster, according to
a suggestion recently published in the journal
Astronomy & Astrophysics. The red and infrared light
from these stars penetrate the obscuring dust better
than visible light and provide a tantilizing glimpse of
what may have been coyly shrouded until now.  We
are analyzing the colors of  the stars to determine if
they constitute a newly discovered star cluster.
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Planets

In the middle of  April Mercury will be easily visible high
in the evening sky, but by the end of  the month it will have
faded and vanished into the twilight. Its reappearance in the
morning sky in early June will be observable only from the
southern hemisphere. During the night of  May 6-7 (our time)
Mercury will transit the disk of  the Sun. This unusual event,
which occurs only about once every 8 years, will be unobserv-
able from most of  North America. Observations of  transits
of  Mercury and Venus used to be very important to celestial
mechanics, but they have now been largely superseded by
more accurate methods of  position determination.

Venus will be very low in the morning sky at the begin-
ning of  the quarter, and observing conditions will only get
worse as the quarter progresses. It will not be easily observable
again until October.

Mars rises after midnight as the quarter begins, and earlier
as summer approaches. It is far south at the beginning of  the
quarter and, although it gradually moves northward, it remains
unfavorably placed for observation.

Jupiter has passed opposition and will be stationary on
April 4. It will be quite far north and well placed for observa-
tion in the evening sky during April and May.

Saturn is still easily observable in the evening sky during
April, but thereafter it begins to vanish into the twilight. It is in
conjunction with the Sun on June 24.

Meteor Showers

There will be four meteor showers of  interest during the
spring quarter, three of  them close to the end of  April.

The Lyrids may be observed in the interval April 16-25,
with a possible peak on April 22. Their behavior has been
irregular, with occasional outbursts of  activity. They are best
observed in the middle of  the night, between the rise of  the
radiant and moonrise.

The pi-Puppids are a young stream, whose parent comet,
26P/Grigg-Skjellerup, is close to perihelion, so we may expect
enhanced activity. They are best observed from the southern
hemisphere. A sharp peak might be expected on April 24, and
they should be looked for during the evening hours.

The eta-Aquarids are interesting because of  their associa-
tion with comet 1P/Halley. They might be observed from the

middle of  April through the end of  May, with one or more
peaks on or around May 6. They can be seen in the morning
hours, when the Moon has long since set. Again, the southern
hemisphere is more favorable. This shower is known for its
tendency to produce bright meteors with persistent trails.

The June Bootids were long thought to be lost, but they
suddenly and dramatically reappeared in 1998. The parent
comet, 7P/Pons-Winnecke is now near perihelion, but its orbit
remains well outside that of  the Earth, so we may have
encountered a detached part of  the stream, which has been
perturbed by a resonance with Jupiter. A new encounter is
expected in 2004, so we may already see an increase in activity
this year.

Comets

Comet 2002 X5 (Kudo-Fujikawa) is fading rapidly, but it
may still be visible with binoculars when it reappears in the
evening sky toward the end of  March.

Comet 2002 Y1 (Juels-Holvorcem) will pass perihelion, at
0.7 a.u., in April, when it should reach sixth magnitude. It will
be large and diffuse, but well placed for observation in the
northern morning sky.

Comet 2002 T7 (LINEAR) is still far from perihelion,
which it will reach in April 2004. It will then be quite bright
but visible mainly from the southern hemisphere. It is still very
faint, but it is mentioned here because its significantly hyper-
bolic orbit makes it an object of  particular interest.

Eclipses

A total lunar eclipse on the evening of  May 15 will be
visible from most of  North America. Totality will end shortly
after moonrise, in our neighborhood. The Moon will be close
to perigee at the time, and thus, being also close to horizon,
will look uncommonly large.

During the evening (our time) of  May 30 there will be an
annular eclipse of  the Sun, visible only from the far north
Atlantic. The Sun will be low in the northeast and the local
time will be close to midnight! Due to the unusual geometry,
the path of  the eclipse will move from east to west. The
region of  annularity crosses the ocean with great speed,
starting in Scotland and ending in the Davis Strait only 46
minutes later. Unfortunately we will see nothing of  this eclipse
from our location.
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Arthur Babcock took this snapshot on a recent trip to Mauna Kea. From left to
right, the Subaru Telescope, Keck I, Keck II, and the NASA Infrared Telescope
Facility.
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Fixed Stars

Regular readers of  this column may have come to the
conclusion that there is nothing in the spring sky besides
the Virgo Cluster and a few scattered individual galaxies.
This probably reflects, more than anything else, the preju-
dice of  your correspondent, who has spent most of  his
career studying galaxies, in one form or another. He asks
once more for your indulgence.

The distribution of  galaxies is a question of  great
importance in cosmology, since it probably reflects the
distribution of  matter at a very early stage in the evolution
of  the universe. Although appearances can be misleading,
the first thing that strikes us about
the distribution of  galaxies is their
tendency to occur in clusters. Abell
studied the Palomar Sky Survey
and listed almost 3000 clusters,
and these were only the bright
ones. He classified them according
to richness, which is a measure of
the number of  galaxies brighter
than a certain limit and within a
certain radius of  the center.
Another of  the many ways of
classifying clusters is the Bautz-
Morgan class, which is based on
the degree to which a single bright
galaxy dominates the cluster.

Examples of all of the different types of clusters can
be found in the spring sky. Although when seen visually
these are never spectacular objects, the brightest galaxies
can be found easily enough with a moderate sized tele-
scope.

The Virgo Cluster is located on the northern edge of
Virgo, 1 hour 30 minutes west of  Arcturus, and a few
degrees south, or 1 hour due east of  Denebola. Although it
contains a number of  bright galaxies, it is not a particularly
rich cluster. Its brightest, and certainly most exciting,
member is the active elliptical galaxy Messier 87, but it is
not so much brighter than the others as to be called domi-
nant. Actually, most of  the bright galaxies in the Virgo
Cluster are spirals, and this is typical of  the less concen-
trated clusters.

The Coma Cluster, located near the northern edge of
Coma Berenices, is about 15 degrees north and a bit west
of  the Virgo Cluster. It is 1 hour 20 minutes west and 9
degrees north of  Arcturus and quite close to the north
galactic pole. It is much more distant than the Virgo
Cluster, so even the brightest galaxies may be hard to
observe. It is much more concentrated than the Virgo
Cluster, and a large fraction of  its members are elliptical
galaxies. It is dominated by the bright elliptical galaxy NGC
4886, putting it in the intermediate Bautz-Morgan class II.
The reasons for these differences between clusters might be
the subject of  another essay.

The Hercules Cluster, on the very western edge of  the
constellation, is also of interest. It is located about 7

degrees west-southwest of
Kornephoros and 10 degrees
southeast of  Alphecca. It is even
more distant than the Coma
Cluster, but in both clusters the
brightest galaxies are about
magnitude 13. This is a good
example of  a multiple cluster, with
several concentrations close to one
another. The secondary concentra-
tions here all lie 1 or 2 degrees to
the south of  the main one. They
are less dense and their galaxies are
not so bright, but they all appear to
be at about the same distance.

There are many other such
groups of  clusters, suggesting ever larger structures in the
Universe. Large-scale maps of  the distribution of  galaxies
suggest that these structures might best be described as
large regions of  low density, which have come to be called
voids, surrounded by sheets or filaments in which the
density is higher. Once such a region begins to form, the
remaining matter is attracted to its edges by the gravita-
tional force of  the matter already located there, and the
density contrast increases. This is where galaxies will form,
and the intersections of these sheets of matter will appear
as clusters or groups of  clusters. In this way we can deduce
something about the distribution of matter in the early
universe, during a period earlier than any that we might
hope to observe directly. We might also learn something
about the conditions under which galaxies will begin to
form.

The Spring Sky
by Dr. Whitney Shane, MIRA’s Charles Hithcock Adams Fellow

The Hercules Cluster (image by Dr. V. Andersen)
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It was AT&T time and I was enjoying lunch outside in
the sun when I noticed a not-even first quarter Moon in the
eastern sky.  I wondered if  this would prompt a phone call
or two to the Hamming Center by folks wondering why the
Moon was out at noon rather than waiting till evening.

Such callers are not alone.  It is a
constant source of  amusement to me
how badly most authors mangle basic
astronomical phenomena in their books.
The most common errors seem to be
related to the Moon and the Sun, with
which, one would assume, most folks
have extensive personal experience.  It is
so common that your chances are pretty
good, if  you pick up almost any fiction,
that you will find such an error.  I’d like
to share of  few of  my favorites with you.

Most errors seem like those of  Gene
Stratton Porter in The Harvester:  “The Sun
went down and a half  Moon appeared above the wood
across the lake.  Once it seemed as if  it were a silver bowl
set on the branch of  a giant oak; higher, it rested a tilted
crescent on the rim of  a cloud.”

More famous authors are just as vulnerable to these
kinds of  errors: There is a feast in a garden during the early
evening: “ And in the center was a small octagonal pool
where the little new Moon shone reflected . . . Thus the
night passed happily and midnight came and the Moon
swung high, and soft clouds came up and seemed to sway
the Moon here and there.” (Pearl Buck, Sons)

Sometimes it seems to run in the family. First, Frank
Norris wrote in The Octopus, “At length upon a certain
midnight a new light beam began to spread in the sky.  The
thin scimitar of  the Moon rose .... The Moon had risen.  Its

great shield of  gold stood over the Eastern horizon within
six feet of  Venenee, clear and distinct, against the disk of
the Moon.” Not to be outdone, his sister-in-law, Kathleen
Norris in Golden Windows countered with: “[as the last color
of  the sky remained in the west] ... a new Moon rose
tremblingly against the clear ultramarine on the eastern
sky.”

Sometimes, they just seem to sneak up on you: at dusk,
the hero’s wife sits on a park bench when “suddenly the
Moon appeared, young and tender, floating up on her back
from behind a tree” (John Galsworthy, Man of  Property)

Probably the most liberties taken with
the Sun and the Moon occurred in an
early version of  H. Rider Haggard’s King
Solomon’s Mines where, on June 2, after
sundown, “... in the east there is a glow,
then a bent edge of  silver light, and at last
the full bow of  the crescent Moon peeps
above the plain.”  On the night of  June 3,
“ About 10 the full Moon came up in
splendor.”  The next day there is a total
eclipse of  the Sun which lasts for an
hour, permitting a group of  captives to
escape from hostile African natives.  I’ll
give you a hint on this one: if  you think
you’ve found the error(s) just keep

looking!

Fiction isn’t the only realm where the Moon is abused.
A newspaper article claimed that coral propagates only
during blue Moon months (a blue Moon is a month that
contains two full Moons).  I’d like to meet the polyp that
figured that out.

Slightly more forgivable are the errors of  the motions
of  the stars.  In Charles  Dickens Hard Times, a weaver falls
into an abandoned mineshaft but is comforted by a star that
shines overhead, all night long, during the week he lay there
in pain before being rescued.

Even the most famous constellation has come in for
some abuse: “He flung back his head to draw in a great
gulp of  soft June air.  His eyes were caught by the position

A Young and Tender Moon
by Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver

Join MIRA’s Director in one of  his favorite pursuits, exploring
literature for lapses in astronomical knowledge and understanding by
authors great and not-so-great. So that you may test your knowledge
against that of  these literary figures, Dr. Weaver supplies the
corrections to their errors separately, on page 8, in “Q&A.”

What’s wrong with this picture?
Better not ask Samuel Coleridge.
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Following the long tradition of  MIRA public education
efforts, the Volunteer Education Guides to Astronomy
(VEGA) recently organized to coordinate efforts among
volunteers at star parties and classroom visits. In January,
VEGAns helped several families and individuals set up and
learn to use the new telescopes they got for the holidays.
VEGA hopes to make this an annual event, so fewer new
telescopes end up collecting dust in garages.

Do you enjoy sharing your love of  astronomy? VEGA is
looking for new members. See the Q&A’s below for more
about the problems you don’t have, and how you can help out
in a fun way.

Q: What if  I’m not
an expert on as-
tronomy?

A: No problem!
VEGAns have widely
varying levels of
expertise, from those
with professional
degrees in celestial
mechanics to interested
beginners who read
articles in magazines
and on web sites. The
primary qualifications
for VEGA are enthusi-
asm for astronomy and
desire to help others
enjoy it too.

Q: What if  I don’t own a telescope?

A: No problem! Some VEGAns own several, and are
willing to share.

Q: What if  I don’t know how to operate a telescope very
well?

A: No problem! We’re all learning from each other at
every VEGA occasion, about either hardware or astronomy in
general.

Q: What do VEGAns do besides operate telescopes?

A: It’s a huge help to have extra folks at star parties to
invite individuals to look through the telescopes, to tell the
viewers what they’re seeing, to answer questions, and to
generally keep an eye on things.

Q: Do VEGAns teach in classrooms?

A: Yes! Currently VEGAns Bruce Belknap, Donna Dulo,
Brian Jacobsen, and Tom Lougheed present programs for
students at various levels in Monterey County.

For more info about volunteering in classrooms, please e-
mail Tom at lougheed@mbay.net.

Q: What if  I’d rather just volunteer at star parties?

A: No problem! Some VEGAns, like Tamara Homan,
Rebecca Tait, and Janet Wagner prefer the outdoor, night-time
stuff.

For more info about
volunteering at star
parties, please e-mail
Tamara at
tamarajamila@earthlink.net.

Q: Does MIRA
need other help?

A: Always! High on
the wish list: web
development or mainte-
nance, fund raising,
office tasks, writing
skills.

For more info about
any type of  volunteer
opportunity at MIRA,
call administrator Leslie
Tau-Holzhausen at

(831) 583-1000 or e-mail her at lth@mira.org.

Q: Why spend my time bringing astronomy to the public?

A: School budgets have been trimmed to the bone—and
beyond—virtually everywhere these days, and concern about
science literacy tends to get lost in the shuffle. Helping both
children and adults to participate in hands-on astronomy
several times a year gets the ol’ learning juices flowing for both
volunteers and viewers alike. Adults enjoy the stunning beauty
they see through telescopes, and kids don’t realize they’re
absorbing the most important lesson of  all: The ultimate
science tool is the human mind.

Q: What if  someone accuses me of  being a science nerd?

A: Ha—no problem at all! You’ll certainly be in excellent
company.

VEGAns Train New ‘Scope Users
by Tamara Homan

VEGAns Tom Lougheed (3rd from left), Fateh Kausar (3rd from right), and Bruce
Belknap (crouching) help telescope novices learn to use their hardware.
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of  Orion.  It had shifted perceptibly since he first looked
up.  With just that slow, implacable shift his star had sunk
lower.” (Dorothy Canfield, Seasoned Timber)

I’ve given up on science fiction movies; I guess the
wings of  spaceships do make “whooshing” sounds as the
they bank against the vacuum of  space. But I did expect a
bit more from a  BBC mystery I watched a couple years
ago.  The protagonist, Ross Tanner, is standing outside
Scotland Yard staring up at the night sky. His trusty side-
kick, Tully, comes up and says, “You can’t see the stars in
the city for all the lights.  I used to know the names of  all
the stars... Hercules, Hydra, Castor, Pollux.”  She then goes
on to describe the details of  the mythology of  Castor and
Pollux.  He responds to her, saying, “When I was a kid, I
bought a telescope and the very first time I used it I saw a
shooting star.” (translated from the British)

Back to literature, some seem to reflect amazing
ignorance of  really basic astronomy: “Those mysterious
stars / Which hide themselves between the Earth and
Mars.” (Shelley, The Witch of  Atlas.

Or this:  “Among all the strange things that men have
forgotten, the most universal lapse of  memory is that by
which they have forgotten they are living on a star.”
(G.K.Chesterton)

Probably the most widely quoted astronomical blunder
in English literature is from Samuel Coleridge’s  Rime of  the
Ancient Mariner:
.         Till clomb above the eastern bar

The horned Moon, with one bright star
          Within the nether tip.

A more modern blunder was pointed out to me by Dr.
Arthur Babcock.  This is especially interesting because it is
central to the story,  The Day of  the Jackal, by Frederick
Forsyth. “A mile up the road Bastien-Thierry was experi-
encing the effects of  his big mistake. He would not learn
of  it until told by the police as he sat months later in Death
Row. Investigating the timetable of  his assassination, he
had consulted a calendar to discover that dusk fell on
August 22 at 8:35, seemingly plenty late enough even if  de
Gaulle was late on his usual schedule, as indeed he was. But
the calendar the Air Force colonel had consulted related to
1961. On August 22, 1962, dusk fell at 8:10. Those twenty-
five minutes were to change the history of  France.”

You may have a favorite or two you’d like to add to the
collection.  If  so, please send them along to me at MIRA.

     Awake! For Morning in the Bowl of  Night
     Has flung the stone that puts the Stars to Flight
            And Lo! The Hunter of  the East has caught
     The Sultan’s Turret in a Noose of  Light.

(From the bad translation of  Fitzgerald of  the Rubáiyát of
Omar Khayyám)

See “Q&A” on page 8 for Dr. Weaver’s discussion of
these astronomical bloopers. --Ed.

Our Far-flung Correspondents
Dr. and Mrs. Whitney Shane endured cold and snow to bring us this
picture of  the MIRA Newsletter at Dwingeloo Radio Observatory
in the Netherlands.
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&AQ In “A Young and Tender Moon” (p. 4) ,
Bruce Weaver invites the reader to detect the
astronomical errors in various literary pieces.

Herewith are the answers.

Q: OK, I’ve read “A Young and Tender Moon” on
page 4. What’s wrong with those authors’ astronomy?

A: The first few are just errors in the phase and
position of the Moon.

Porter: The only Moon that rises at sunset is the full
Moon.  Also, it seems to have undergone an astounding
phase change in an hour or two!

Buck: Young crescent Moons set a few hours after
sunset.  If  it is still visible at midnight, it is quarter Moon
(which, oddly, in our nomenclature means half-illuminated)
or older.

F. Norris: At midnight quarter Moons rise.  Thin
scimitars only rise near sunrise.  This Moon, too, seems to
have miraculously transformed itself  in a short time.

K. Norris: Again, only full Moons rise at sunset.  Since
a full Moon is completely illuminated, it has to be opposite
the Sun in the sky.

Galsworthy: Young and tender Moons set in the early
evening, they never rise.  Since most of  the lunar surface
that is illuminated is facing away from us, it has to be close
to the Sun.

Haggard: It is hard to know where to start.  He starts
with a crescent Moon rising at sundown (you know all
about that now).  The next night, rather than two weeks
later, the full Moon rises, not at sunset but several hours
late.  The next day, a total eclipse of  the Sun, which re-
quires a new Moon, lasts about ten times longer than the
longest possible solar eclipse (a little over seven minutes).
Apparently, these were so noticed and complained about
that later editions of  the book found these parts rewritten.

Coral: The lunar month is exactly the same length from
cycle to cycle.  The only way the coral would know it was a
blue Moon month is if  they were consulting a Gregorian
calendar.  I suspect the reporter took a marine biologist’s
figure of  speech a bit too literally.

Dickens: Because of  the Earth’s rotation, the stars zip
around the sky very close to once a day.  For the star to stay
above the weaver’s well, the Earth would have had to stop

spinning.

Canfield: Orion is a winter constellation.

BBC: Hercules and Hydra are constellations, not stars.
I don’t really mind calling a meteor a “shooting star,” but
the chances of  seeing one through a telescope are vanish-
ingly small.

Shelley: Stars are over 200,000 times further away from
us than Mars.

Chesterton: This memory lapse may have been
prompted by a 5500 degree hotfoot.

Coleridge: Only if  the Moon were transparent that
night.  This shape is a common one in art.

Forsyth: We work really hard to have a calendar that
matches up the place the Earth is in its orbit with the same
day on the calendar.  Otherwise, after a while, Christmas
occurs in the middle of  the summer in the northern hemi-
sphere.  So, roughly, the most astronomical phenomena are
mismatched from the civil calendar year to year is about
half  a day while we wait for leap year to take care of  the
pesky fact that the Earth does not revolve about the Sun in
an integer number of  Earth rotations (days).  Thus, the
difference in the time of sunset from year to year is seconds
at most.  Sunset in Paris, for example,  is 8:47 p.m. daylight
savings time on 22 August every year.

Khayyám: This is a ringer.  Omar was an astronomer so
he gets everything right and you can even pretty much make
out which month it is.

Leslie Tau-Holzhausen and Gary Love at
MIRA’s Christmas party last December.
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Astronomers Join MIRA Staff
 MIRA is growing! Meet four new members of  the scientific

staff  in these brief  introductions.

Martin Cohen was originally an Honors mathematician at
Cambridge University, England. An avid amateur astronomer,
he entered graduate school at the Cambridge Observatories,
becoming the third UK astronomer to be trained in infrared
astronomy at the University of  Minnesota, Minneapolis, where
he spent 13 months.  He was also able to participate in
building and using the world’s first telescope dedicated solely
to IR work (at Mt. Lemmon, outside Tucson, AZ).

He began working in the field of  pre-main-sequence stars
(which is how he came to meet Bruce Weaver) but rapidly
diversified when he came to UC Berkeley in 1972.  In the early
1970s, IR astronomy underwent such rapid change that being
an amateur was a positive advantage: almost any aspect of
astronomy was worth pursuit.  Cohen moved into planetary

Dr. Martin Cohen

Dr. Martin Cohen

Dr. Russell Walker

Russ Walker brings a diverse background in infrared
astronomy to MIRA. He did his undergraduate and masters
work in physics, small particle scattering, and molecular
spectroscopy at Ohio State University, and completed a
doctorate in astronomy at Harvard University, where he was
Carl Sagan’s first graduate student. They co-authored
several papers including the first paper to be published in
the Astrophysical Journal on the detectability of  extraterres-
trial civilizations.

Russ has designed and built infrared and optical
photometers, interferometers for Fourier transform spec-
troscopy, and liquid helium cooled infrared telescopes for
operation in space. His passion has been performing
infrared all-sky surveys and, more recently, the study and
exploration of  asteroids, comets, and cometary debris trails.
He was awarded the NASA Medal for Exceptional Scien-
tific Achievement for his work as Telescope Scientist for
the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS), and for his

Observatory in Space (ISO), and the ill-fated Wide Field
Infrared Explorer (WIRE)--all infrared astronomy satellite
missions. Russ hopes to continue to pursue his space
astronomy interests as a member of  the science team for
WISE, the next generation IR sky survey.

analysis of  the IRAS comet data. He has also participated
in the recent Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX), Infrared

Dr. Russell Walker
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Dr. Sumita Jayaraman

Elizabeth Barker

Elizabeth Barker is interested in the structure and
colors of  moderate redshift field galaxies and has also
participated in studies of  comets and infrared stars.  She
received her master’s degree in 1999 from the University of
California Santa Cruz.

Elizabeth Barker

nebulae; identified the first of the still rare class of bipolar
nebulae (likely post-main-sequence binaries) uncovered initially
by USAF IR sky surveys (where he met Russ Walker); worked
his way through Wolf-Rayet stars and Herbig-Haro Objects;
and later worked on statistical simulations of  the point source
sky from UV to mid-IR wavelengths.

During his 30 years at Berkeley he took over 60 flights on
NASA’s Kuiper Airborne Observatory (mid- and far-IR
research); moved into centimeter radio work at the Very Large
Array; was involved in several satellites (the US/Japanese
Infrared Telescope in Space, the US Midcourse Space Experi-
ment, and the European Space Agency’s Infrared Space
Observatory), and is now working on the Space Infrared
Telescope Facility, due to launch in mid-April 2003. He and
Russ Walker have devoted over a decade to establishing
networks of  IR calibration stars that can be used by ground-
based, airborne, and space-borne sensors.

Martin has written two books: In Quest of  Telescopes (Sky
Publishing, 1980) offers career advice through his own
autobiography; In Darkness Born (Cambridge UP, 1988)
demystifies the field of  young stars, blending optical, IR, and
radio studies.

Sumita Jayaraman’s research includes small bodies in
the solar system and infrared radiation. Her Ph.D. thesis at
the University of  Florida involved the discovery of  a ring
of  dust particles around the Earth. In 1997, she joined
Vanguard Research and participated in various infrared
missions such as the Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX),
the Wide-field Infrared Explorter (WIRE), and, recently, the
Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF).

The last of  the NASA “Great Observatories,” SIRTF is
about to be launched in April.  Each day, the telescope’s
antenna must be pointed towards the earth to download the
day’s observations.  During this time, the Mid-Infrared
Photometer System looks at the earth’s resonant dust ring.
Sumita has been named the Principal Investigator for the
Dust Ring Observation Team that will be making daily
measurements of the heat radiated from these trapped dust
particles.

Apart from astronomy, her time is spent with her small
children and volunteer work in the field of  education and
basic literacy.

Shortly after becoming interested in astronomy in
college, she ground an 8-inch mirror and built a Newtonian
telescope. Naturally, this led to a hobby of  amateur observ-
ing from dark sites.  At the same time, her physics educa-
tion, with an emphasis in astronomy, guided her to pursue
astronomy as a profession. Elizabeth has enjoyed participat-
ing in Project Astro, sponsored by the Astronomical Society
of  the Pacific, which pairs school teachers with astrono-
mers to bring astronomy to classrooms.

She currently lives near Santa Cruz with her husband
and two small children and enjoys hiking, walking, baking
and reading.

[No photo available at press time --Ed.]


